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GLASS MELTER ASSEMBLY FOR THE HANFORD WASTE
VITRIFICATION PLANT

Arthur E. Chen and Alan Russell K.R. Shah and J. Kalia
Waste Chem Corporation Westinghouse Hanford Company
Irvine, California 92730 Richland, Washington 99352
(714) 975-2388 (714) 975-4446

ABSTRACT The Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP)

is designed to solidify high level radioactive waste by
converting it into stable borosilicate glass after mixing with
glass frit and water. The heart of this conversion process
takes piace in the glass melter. The life span of the existing e_,_
melter is limited by the possible premature failure of the
heater assembly, which is not remotely replaceable, in the po_ s_oo, _Etr_
riser and pour spout. A goal of HWVP Project is to design AnoNa[u°vAt/'Ns;_-ute_su

remotely replaceable riser and pour spout heaters so that the /psE_
useful life of the melter can be prolonged. _ =,

The riser pour spout area is accessible only by the canyon -'-
crane and impact wrench, lt is also congested with supporting
frame members, service piping, electrode terminals, ,;anister
positioning arm and other various melter components. The
visibility is low and the accessibility is limited. The problem
is further compounded by the extreme high temperature in the
riser core and the electrical conductive_nature of the molten

glass that flows through it.

INTRODUCTION

The Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) melter is

a refractory lined water cooled vessel designed to operate
under a slight vacuum of three to five years life, as shown in
Figure 1, with the pour spout heater being lowered into I-1 I- "3

J

position by the remotely operated cznyon crane. The riser
heater, not shown in Figure 1, is also capable of being
remotely replaced by the canyon crane. Figure I. HWVP Melter, Pour spout heater shown being

lowered into removal/installation mechanism by crane.
The current melter, designed by E.I. Dupont de Nemours Melter frame and other equipment omitted for clarity.

and Co., is shown in Figure 2. The feed, consisting of waste,
glass frit and water, is metered into the melter through two
feeding tubes. Electric current is passed through the slurry by HEATER REPLACEMENT TRANSFER ROUTE AND
submerged plate electrode to melt the glass. A differential AVAILABLE TOOL
pressure is then maintained at the end of the riser allowing the
glass to pour into the canister. The riser and pour spout area in the current melter

design, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, is congested with
The riser section of the existing melter, as shown in melter frame members, service piping, electrode terminal

Figure 2, consists of an Inconel tube surrounded by a cooler, canister positioning arm and the long perspective
serpentine ,.,trip heater which is embedded inside the refractory guiding dowel pins for the heaters. These components and th
lining. There is no remote replacability of the heater in this required transfer path for the canister positioning arm define
current design, the free space available for remote heater replacement.

Further, this area is only accessible by a crane fitted with a
hook and an impact wrench, as described below.



Figure 2. Current melter, with melter shell and frame urr,,GBAIL._.X

partially removed for clarity.

HWVP REMOTELY REPLACEABLE RISER AND POUR _,SE_._CHAMBER

SPOUT HEATER DESIGN - =
- SERVICE RISER

PIPING H_J_TER

The new design of the pour spout removal mechanism, "__ "-_ guiding

riser and remotely replaceable riser and pour spout heaters is "_ do._ pi,shown in Figure 4. _--Pm._ k__

Available On Site Replacement Tools: Crane and Impact , [_ ///R,SER

Wrench I IThe Canyon Bridge Crane operates on rails in the process PDU,sPour

canyonwhere the melter is located. The CanyonBridge ._,E_
Crane removes and installs concrete cover blocks and moves

equipment and jumpers within the Process Canyon and process "
cells, lt also mounts and holds tools in performing _" LOCKING
maintenance on process equipment in the canyon area• MECHA.,S'.'

The 3/4 hp electric impact wrenches are attached to
power swivel hooks on a menD-trolley from Canyon Bridge
Crane for use throughout the process canyon area for not _'
fastening. The wrenches are capable of operating in a vertical _. _E_G_ -- ,E_O_/.._ _ If,IS I'ALLA I'lOt,I

WEDGE MECHANISM

or horizontal position; the impact wrench is actuated and _OLr
controlled by switches on the control console in the control
room. The wrenches are equipped with control rods.

Figure 4. Riser, riser and pour spout heaters, with riser
heater being lowered into heating chamber• Shown

partially is side view of melter.



"Heater "Replacement Transfer Route insulation and heating plate are held together and attached
to the base plate with alumina hanger rods.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the free space available for
the heater replacement maneuver around the riser is extremely
limited. The only transferring device, the Canyon Bridge
Crane, will be used to vertically lower the heater into the

PASSIVE tA_. BRACKETWELDMENt

confined space• Because there is no gravitational force in the I-1
horizontal direction, self-guidance aligning technique is not i_

• ; i-, ..... li t J

applicable for the final installation of the pour spout heater. - -_-b ........ :" --- " , -__- ,_-_ .r . --

An additional removal/installation mechanism is required to ,! .!--
! i q
t i

accomplish the lateral movement and alignment of the heater. ! ! I_ J

With this mechanism, single discrete steps of vertical and i i '
, , CARRIAGEAUGNMENrhorizontal movement will make up the transfer route of the sr ucru . ' ' I

END SUPPORt -_ Z I BR_CKE"r ASSEUBLY I

pour spout heater, i !! I
' ' I(EYGUIDE

I ,,/I,/'As with the pour spout heater, the riser heater is located c_ !,, ,';i' ._. . /- _uo_ ! --Ft

in a very congested area; however, by several vertical and ' '-=*__ , , J
horizontal stepwise motions the crane can position the riser ,_'-'_. t._-_:===========================
heater to clear obstructions and insert the heater into the riser
heater opening. Mt (,c_

BELLOWS (ACTIVE) RAIl.(PASSNE)

INPUt SHAFT BELLOWS SLIDE F f"l

Heater Removal/Installation Mechanism \ /- _. / ID

", / KEY.,UIOC_ j \
A removal/installation mechanism, as shown in Figure 5 ¢ou_,,%,__ _ / / / t__L- "-i, ,..-.._... t_--'--I . ,..... / I le'_ b

installed position. Two cantilevered twin rail assembliesare t_____,_, F_.':-_"_[ _r -_r_,_..,tt_.Lt:_,_-.................... ,-,_.doweled and fastened to the melter pour spout to provide

accurate positioning of the heater. These two rails are _"-_ __ _ _--LI:_precisely aligned to minimizejamming of the slide motion. -'-:-_-..'_. _-;-) L_!!2 I

One box beam endsupport is attachedto the free endof the r_Jrail assemblies to stabilize the rail assemblies. Flared keyways ,cT_ _L B_C_Er*tLD"E, _..k. -- _..J

on both slides of the rail assemblies will guide the pour spout
heater on to the slide when it is lowered into position by the
canyon crane. A lead screw on one rail assembly will then Figure 5. Pour spout heater removal/installation mechanism.
drive the slide, with the heater, to its final location.

Due to the sp_ce limitation, the torque to drive the lead The temperature of the heating elements will be
screw is transmitted through the input shaft of a right angle controlled by using the feedback signals from the
worm gear reducer mounted on the end support box beam. embedded thermocouples. The power requirements of
The gear reducer changes the orientation of the input shaft so the heaters to hold the temperature at 2,000 °F in the
that it is accessible by the impact wrench, designed cavity were analyzed by 3D finite elements

analysis and found to be 1.3 kilowatts, which is in
lt also controls the traveling speed of the heater so there agreement with the vendor tested data of 1.4 kilowatts.

will be no damage when the heatec seats against the pour spout
flange. = Positioning keys and self retaining nuts.

Remotely Replaceable Pour Spout Heater Two keys, located on edges of the base plate, serve as a
positioning device on the rail and a supporting surface.

The replaceable pour spout hea:er consists of heating Refer to Figure 6 for the pour spout heater. Because the
elements, insulation, positioning keys, remote locking pour spout heater is vertical a holding device is
mechanism, self aligning nuts and an adjustable centering unavailable on the impact wrench socket, special sleeve
device. A brief description of each part tbllows: nuts with a self-retaining edge were designed and

attached to the base plate for fastening.
• Heating elements and thermocouples.

• Remote locking mechanism.
Helically wound alloy coil heaters, embedded in a cement
plate with good thermal conductivity characteristic, with Due to the congested area in the melter cell, shown in
maximum operating temperature range of 2,200 °F are Figure 2 and Figure 3, a fastening nut could not be
used in this design. Thermocouples are embedded inside accessed by the imps.ct wrench. A remotely actuated
the heating plate through the insulation and will be locking mechanism was designed to relocate the impact
replaced at the same time as the heater unit. The wrench contact point to another point, shown in



Fig-tire 7. The remote locking mechanism also uses a the deflection, which increased with the increased span
right angle worm gear reducer to change the direction of between the studs.
engagement and to provide a torque input shaft for the
impact wrench. • O-ring seal.

A slight vacuum must be maintained inside the pour
spout heating chambers to facilitate the differential

.... "-J" ]"_i " pressure required to pour the molten glass. Thus the$.t.jr_F. heater flanges needs to be sealed. An o-ring of EDPM__ ___.,__/ material was selected for its low compressing load

_)_ [ f " r_^,,.END requirement and radiation resistance. A dovetailed o-ring

_ ..- .- .... groove on the base plate was provided to prevent the o-
.-" ring from falling out during the remote heater assembly

• - .. ""or,',__ox ,t_PuT replacement.

___ _ _v_' H , + 1 _- __'t__ • Adjustable lifting bail.
.;_ o __[_____:::___.__' An adjustable lifting bail, capable of X-Y centering, was
'_'_'._-. designed to accurately orient both above mentioned

( locating keys in a vertical position without adding extra

• / _-j I1 [\\i_ counter weight to the heater.

-¢+ -_" II'°llL_______I"--. AIAI¢_EW Inconel Dam
" _ - ]____ _ , Because of the unique design of both the riser and pour

_ _1!____[__.(_] _ _k , spout heating chamber, molten glass could seep into thesei __ ..E( .w.Ar chambers. Because the molten glass is electrically conductive-_'5- and charged, it will short out the entire electrical circuit if it
come into contact with the heaters. An Inconel dam provides

Figure 6. Key and keyseat. Gear box removed for clarity. a barrier to freeze the molten glass before it reaches the riser
heating chamber.

NUt The Inconel dam, which welded to the inconel tube,

_! freezes the glass when it reaches the cooler outside edge of thedam at 1,300 °F, which is considered the temperature at

_! which themolten glass is immobilized.

Due to the substantial temperature gradient between the

c_R8o two edges of the Inconel dam, the thermal stress reached120,000 pound-force per square inch, which is beyond the
yield strength of about 25,000 pound-force per square inch of
Inconel 690 when the side wall of the dam is flat, according to
the finite element stress analysis.

A concentric "bellow" type convolution was then
designed into the dam wall to relieve the thermally induced
stress. The maximum total induced stress was reduced to

28,500 pound- force per square inch when subsequent thermal
stress analysis was done.

Figure 7. Remotely locking mechanism. Riser and Pour Spout Insulation

A lead screw connected to the output shaft of the gear In the existing melter, the riser was lined with refractory
reducer is used to drive a wedge block which replaces the which provided excellent glass corrosion resistance. In the
fastening nut to lock the spout heater in place. The current HWVP riser design, molten glass will not creep into
worm gear reducer also serves as a torque multiplier to the heater section because of the presence of the inconel dam.
increase the tension on the holding stud.

Refractory lining in the existing riser was replaced by
Because of limited location to piace fastening nuts and alumina insulation material from Zircar Products Inc.. The
studs on the pour spout heater, ribs were added to the alumina insulation material is three times as effective in

base plate to increase the rigidity of the plate and reduce thermal insulation and weight only 1/8 of the refractory. This



combined advantage serv_ to reduce the heat load on the
circulating cooling water and to reduce the stress at the base of
the riser. The reduced insulation weight will allow for the
weight increase of the removable heater and its supporting
mechanism.

Pour Spout Flexible Bellow

In the current HWVP melter design, the Inconel tubing is
welded to the Inconel dam. The Inconel dam is then

sandwiched between the fixed melter refractory and the riser
insulation.

During normal glass pouring operation the Inconel tubing
temperature is expected to reach 2,000 °F, which will result in
a tubular thermal expansion of about one-inch horizontally.
Expansion allowance in the pour spout insulation must be
provided so that the Inconel dam and tubing will not be over-
stressed during normal operation.

The free space left for the thermal expansion is also
connected to the pour spout heating chamber, which is
connected to the riser heating chamber. The sulfuric oxide
gas in the poured molten glass will spread into both heating
chambers and corrode the heating elements at high temperature
if the joint between the thermally expanding pour spout tubing
and the fixed pour spout nozzle is not sealed dynamically.
The molten glass, which is temporarily immobilized by the
Iconel dam, will run the added risk of being sucked into the
riser heating chamber by the partial vacuum maintained for the
glass differential pressure pouring, if the dynamic joint is not
sealed.

A welded Inconel metallic bellow, capable of lateral
racking motion, is also designed to complete the vacuum
enclosure in the pour spout area. The bellow is welded to
mounting plates at both ends. The top plate is attached to the
moving Inconel pour spout and the bottom plate is clamped
between two insulation boards on the fixed pour spout nozzle
which is electrically grounded. ,
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